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Four-dimensional flow in the phase space of three amplitudes of circularly polarized Alfven waves
and one relative phase, resulting from a resonant three-wave truncation of the derivative nonlinear
Schrödinger equation, has been analyzed; wave 1 is linearly unstable with growth rate �, and waves
2 and 3 are stable with damping �2 and �3, respectively. The dependence of gross dynamical
features on the damping model �as characterized by the relation between damping and wave-vector
ratios, �2 /�3, k2 /k3�, and the polarization of the waves, is discussed; two damping models, Landau
���k� and resistive ���k2�, are studied in depth. Very complex dynamics, such as multiple blue sky
catastrophes and chaotic attractors arising from Feigenbaum sequences, and explosive bifurcations
involving Intermittency-I chaos, are shown to be associated with the existence and loss of stability
of certain fixed point P of the flow. Independently of the damping model, P may only exist for
��2��2+�3� /3, as against flow contraction just requiring ���2+�3. In the case of right-hand
�RH� polarization, point P may exist for all models other than Landau damping; for the resistive
model, P may exist for RH polarization only if �� ��2+�3� /2. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2768513�

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear Alfven wave interactions are ubiquitous in
space plasmas. Strong, nonlinear effects on circularly polar-
ized Alfven waves can be described by the derivative non-
linear Schrödinger �DNLS� equation,1 which admits soliton2

and traveling wave3 solutions, and has proved amenable to
the inverse scattering method for obtaining general
solutions.4 Such solitons have been recently observed in the
magnetosphere.5

The original DNLS equation was a conservative one, but
modeling for space applications generally requires including
excitation and damping effects.6 A DNLS equation modified
by damping and excitation has been analyzed in a variety of
ways. Extensive numerical simulations have been carried out
using spectral analyses.7,8 Traveling wave solutions have
been analyzed in a driven-DNLS model with diffusive
damping;9 predicted intermittency-chaos was detected in the
solar wind.10 Chaotic behavior has been explored by truncat-
ing the DNLS equation into three coherently coupled waves
near resonance �WRI�.8,11,12

A space example of an Alfven wave-front involves or-
biting conductive tethers, which, if in electrical contact with
the ionospheric plasma, radiate charge-carrying Alfven
waves that close the current circuit in the ionosphere.13

Waves radiated by a tether carrying a steady current form
steady trailing structures called Alfven wings. In the distant
field, away from the tether, Alfven-wing fronts can be lin-
early described, and exhibit Airy-function behavior.14 Non-
linear effects may be important, however, in the near field.
Such nonlinear effects might be affected by the magnetic

self-field generated by the very current of the tether;15 in a
suggested tether experiment, growth rate could be attained
by modulating the current in the tether, and thus the back-
ground magnetic field.11 This would excite an Alfven wave at
frequency one-half the modulation frequency through certain
parametric instability �magnetoacoustic pumping�.16,17

Here we discuss how damping models affect solutions of
the DNLS equation. We use a truncation of the equation to
represent three modes under resonant interaction �WRI�,
wave 1 being linearly unstable and waves 2 and 3 damped.11

This results in a four-dimensional �4D� flow of three wave
amplitudes and one relative phase. For waves 2 and 3 equally
damped, left-hand �LH� polarized Alfven waves exhibited a
hard transition to complex dynamics in a 3D phase-space: no
matter how small the growth rate of wave 1, a chaotic attrac-
tor could fully develop.11 No such transition was found for
right-hand �RH� polarization, paralleling the known fact that
only LH time-harmonic solutions of the DNLS equation are
modulationally unstable.18

Here we explore a wide range in growth rate of wave 1
so as to ascertain whether gross features in dynamical behav-
ior are dependent on the damping model �a WRI approxima-
tion possibly failing on a number of conditions it requires�,
and how broad is the domain in parameter space exhibiting
complex dynamic behavior, depending on whether waves are
LH- or RH-polarized. We explicitly consider both resistive
and linear Landau damping, for which the damping ratio for
waves 2 and 3 is simply related to the respective wave-
number ratio, thus reducing the dimension of parameter
space.

The fully three-wave truncation model of the DNLS
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equation is discussed in the next section; stationary points of
the flow are discussed in Sec. III. Phase-space dynamics is
analyzed in Secs. IV and V under Landau and resistive
damping, respectively. Conclusions are discussed and sum-
marized in Sec. VI.

II. DNLS THREE-MODE TRUNCATION

The DNLS equation describes the evolution of circularly
polarized Alfven waves of finite amplitude propagating par-
allel or near-parallel to an unperturbed uniform magnetic
field in a cold, homogeneous plasma, using a two-fluid,
quasineutral approximation with electron inertia and current
displacement neglected. Taking the unperturbed magnetic
field B0 in the z direction, the DNLS equation reads1–3

��

�t
+

�

�z
���1 + ���2�� ±

i

2

�2�

�z2 + �̂� = 0, �1�

�̂ being some damping/growth operator. As usual, we intro-
duced dimensionless time and position t�ci→ t, z�ci /VA

→z, using ion cyclotron frequency and Alfven velocity, and
a perturbed complex-2D magnetic field ���Bx± iBy� /2B0.
The upper �lower� sign corresponds to LH �RH� -polarized
Alfven waves.

We look for solutions in the form

� � �
j=1

3

aj�t�ei�kjz−�jt+�j�t��, �2�

involving three modes under wave number resonance 2k1

=k2+k3, with mode 1 excited and modes 2 and 3 damped.
We can then derive equations for amplitudes a1, a2, a3, and
relative phase

	 � 
 + �t + �1 + �2 + �3,

with frequency mismatch11
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2

�ci
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2

, �3�

which arises from the wave dispersion relation,

� j = VAkj	1 �
1

2

VAkj
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 ⇒ � j = kj �

1

2
kj

2.

The mismatch is positive �negative� for LH �RH� polariza-
tion. The divergence of the flow in phase-space may be
shown to be constant,

�

�a1
2
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2

dt
+
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2
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+

�

�a3
2

da3
2
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+
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dt

= − 2��2 + �3 − �� , �4�

with �2, �3 damping rates of mode 2, 3, and ��−�10
growth rate of mode 1.

Introducing normalized amplitudes and time,

��2 + �3�t → t , �5a�

a1
2 → a1

2��2 + �3�/�k2k3, �5b�

a2
2 →

a2
2��2 + �3�
k2 + k3

�k2

k3
, �5c�

a3
2 →

a3
2��2 + �3�
k2 + k3

�k3

k2
, �5d�

the system of equations, with a3 replaced by the amplitude
ratio r�a3 /a2, reads

ȧ1 = �̂a1 − ra1a2
2 sin 	 , �6a�

ȧ2 = −
�

1 + �
a2 + ra1

2a2 sin 	 , �6b�

ṙ = −
1 − �

1 + �
r + �1 − r2�a1

2 sin 	 , �6c�

	̇ = �̂ − 2a1
2	V̄ −

1 + r2

2r
cos 	
 − 2ra2

2 cos 	

+
a2

2

2V̄
	� +

r2

�

 . �6d�

Equations �6a�–�6d� involve four control parameters

� �
k2

k3
� 1	V̄ �

1 + �

2��
 1
 , �7a�

� �
�2

�3
� 1, �7b�

�̂ �
�

�2 + �3
� 1, �7c�

�̂ �
�

�2 + �3
. �7d�

We took �3�2 and assumed that damping increases with
wave number; also, we considered negative flow divergence
in Eq. �4�. The number of parameters is reduced when using
particular damping models, such as Landau ���k� and resis-
tive ���k2� models,11

� =
me

mi
�
kBTe

2meVA
2 exp	−

meVA
2

2kBTe

 �

�2

4
� VAk → � = � , �8a�

� �
VA

2k2

2�ci�ce�
→ � = �2. �8b�

III. EXISTENCE OF STATIONARY POINTS

As we shall see in Secs. IV and V, the existence and
stability of certain stationary or fixed point severely affects
the dynamics of system �6a�–�6d�. Fixed points of the system
describe Alfven waves for which nonlinear and dispersive
effects balance each other to keep amplitudes and relative
phase constant, and are obtained by requiring the right-hand
side of Eqs. �6a�–�6d� to vanish. Phase-space coordinates of
possible fixed points would then be given as
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r = �� , �9a�

�̂ sin 	 = F��,�,�̂� − �1 − 2�̂�cos 	 , �9b�

�1 + ��a1
2/�� = a2

2��/�̂ , �9c�

=1/sin 	 , �9d�

with

F �
1 + �

1 + �
��

�
−

� + �2

�1 + �����
�̂ . �10�

It is convenient to rewrite Eq. �9b� as

cos 	 =
F�1 − 2�̂� ± �̂��̂2 + �1 − 2�̂�2 − F2

�̂2 + �1 − 2�̂�2
. �9b��

There may thus exist two fixed points P and P*, one, or
none. We will call P �P*� the point with the upper �lower�
sign in Eq. �9b��.

A clearly necessary condition for the existence of two
fixed points,

F2 � �̂2 + �1 − 2�̂�2, �11�

is not a sufficient condition, however. Setting sin 	 positive
as required by Eqs. �9c� and �9d� further narrows the para-
metric domain of existence. Full conditions for the existence
of point P with F�̂0 can be shown to be

F2 � �̂2 + �1 − 2�̂�2 for �̂ � 1/2, �12a�

�1 − 2�̂�2 � F2 � �̂2 + �1 − 2�̂�2 for 1/2 � �̂ , �12b�

whereas for F�̂ negative we find

F2 � �1 − 2�̂�2 for �̂ � 1/2, �13a�

no fixed point P for 1/2 � �̂ . �13b�

Conditions for point P* to exist are obtained by just changing

ranges �̂�1/2 and 1/2��̂ above. Clearly, the existence of
fixed points may depend on the polarity of the waves �LH
having �̂0, RH having �̂�0.�

Some simple results can be readily obtained. First, we
prove that point P* is always unstable. The characteristic
equation for both fixed points takes the form

�4 + 2�1 − �̂��3 + C�2 + D� + E = 0, �14�

where coefficients C and D are intricate functions of param-
eters but E just reads

E =
8�̂�

�1 + ��2

1 − 2�̂ − F cos 	

sin2	
. �15�

A fourth-degree equation with two coefficients having oppo-
site sign has a root with positive real part, corresponding to
instability. Using sin 	0 and Eq. �9b� �and �9b��� we find

E =
�8�̂���̂2 + �1 − 2�̂�2 − F2

�1 + ��2 sin 	
, �16�

which is clearly negative for P*.
Next, general results on the existence of fixed points can

be derived for arbitrary damping laws in the limit �̂→0+,
which, as already noticed, was discussed in Ref. 11 with
reference to a hard transition to chaos. In the plane a2=0,
which is then an invariant surface of system �6a�–�6d�, there
is a full line of fixed points 	�r�, r�a1�,

FIG. 1. Characteristic projection on
plane r−a1 of the fixed-points line of
system �6a�–�6d� in the surface a2=0,

at �̂=0.
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1 − �

1 + �
r = �1 − r2�a1

2 sin 	 , �17a�

�̂ = 2a1
2	V̄ −

1 + r2

2r
cos 	
 . �17b�

As a1 increases along this line from 0 to �, r increases from
0 to r�= ��, first going through a maximum rmax, however,
with a1�r� double-valued between r� and rmax �Fig. 1�. The
relative values of r�, rmax, and rP=rP*= ��, as given by �9a�
independently of �̂, determine the very existence of P and P*

in the limit �̂→0+.
Figure 2 depicts the damping laws �=1 �leading to a 3D

flow with r=1 that was discussed in Ref. 11�, �=�, and
�=�2, in the square 0���1, 0���1, covering all laws.

For �̂=0, Eq. �9b� becomes

�̂ sin 	 = F0 − cos 	 , �18a�

F0 =
1 + �

1 + �
��

�
 0. �18b�

In the lower right half of Fig. 2, ��� �which includes the
resistive model�, we have F0�1; Eq. �18a� may be satisfied
for either sign of �̂, that is, we may have either polarization.
Also, since we now have ���r�, there is just one fixed
point; consideration of conditions �12a� and �13a� for P, and
the corresponding conditions �12b� and �13b� for P*, shows
that P exists, whereas P* does not.

In the upper right half, ��, we have F01 in Eq.
�18a�, only LH polarization ��̂0� being thus possible.
Since we also have ��r�, conditions �12a� and �12b�,
which then apply, show that both points P and P* do exist for

F0
2�1+ �̂2, corresponding to ���rmax, with a1P�a1�rmax�

�a1P* in Fig. 1, whereas neither point exists for F0
21+ �̂2

�with ��rmax�. Also drawn in Fig. 2 is the separatrix line

F0 �
1 + �

1 + �
��

�
= �1 + �̂2 �19�

for a few �̂ values, with the region to the left of each line
corresponding to no fixed point. As �̂→0, the line in Eq.
�19� collapses into the diagonal �rmax→r��. At the diagonal
�Landau model�, we have ��=r�, F0=1 with a1P* =�.

IV. LANDAU DAMPING MODEL

In this section, we consider the damping/wave-vector
relation �=�, at the diagonal in Fig. 2, as exemplified by
Landau damping. Equation �9b� now reads

�̂ sin	 = 1 − �̂ − �1 − 2�̂�cos 	 . �20�

Discussing the existence of fixed points is here particularly
simple because Eq. �20� is independent of � �or ��. Further,
for the excitation regime considered,

0 � �̂ � 1, �21�

we have

FL � 1 − �̂  1 − 2�̂ , �22a�

FL  0. �22b�

It follows that there is now no point P in the case of RH
polarization ��̂�0�, for which condition �13a� applies, show-

ing that P might only exist for FL
2 � �1−2�̂�2 with 1−2�̂

0, which is a condition opposite to Eq. �22a�. As we shall
see in the next section, this is a singular property of Landau
damping, flows with other damping regimes in Fig. 2 allow-
ing for fixed point P under RH polarization.

For LH polarization, condition �12a� here becomes

�̂  ��̂�2 − 3�̂�, �̂ � 1/2. �23a�

In turn, condition �12b� reads

�̂  ��̂�2 − 3�̂�, 1/2 � �̂ � 2/3. �23b�

The domain of existence of point P in the �̂− �̂ plane, as
follows from Eqs. �23a� and �23b�, is shown in Fig. 3, where
we also show the domain of existence of P*. We have 	P

→
, a1P→� as �̂→2/3, and 	P*→0, a1P*→� as �̂→0,
thus recovering the result at the end of the preceding section.

The stability of P does involve the third parameter, �.

For �̂→0+, the characteristic equation for the fixed point has

a root reading �� i�0
��̂+�1�̂. The two-branch curve for

marginal stability �1�� , �̂�=0 is represented in Fig. 4 �full
lines�, where it determines two bounded domains with P
unstable. Figure 4 also shows the corresponding domains of

instability for �̂=0.1 �dashed lines�; note that now point P

only exists for �̂�0.1� �2−0.3�=�0.17, as given by con-
dition �23a� and represented in Fig. 3.

FIG. 2. Landau ��=��, resistive ��=�2�, and equal ��=1� damping laws;
coordinate axes are wave vector ��� and damping ��� ratios for modes 2 and

3. Also shown is the line family in Eq. �19� applying in the �̂=0 case, with
�̂�� / ��3+�2�=2, 1, and 0.5 for lines �3�, �2�, and �1�, respectively; for each
line there are no fixed points to its left, both P and P* between line and
diagonal, and just P below the diagonal.
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Figures 5–7 show attractor-bifurcation diagrams for

a1max �maximum a1 in an attractor� versus �̂, for �̂=0.1 and
three values of � within the domain, to the right, where P is
unstable in Fig. 4. In all cases, point P is a stable attractor
except for the �̂ range within that unstable domain for the
corresponding � value. For �̂ decreasing, P goes through a
bifurcation at a return point with �̂= �0.17, where it becomes
point P*, which we had shown to be always unstable.

In Fig. 5, a stable periodic orbit is born through a super-
critical Hopf bifurcation when point P reaches the �̂ value at
either boundary of the �right� unstable domain in Fig. 4 for
�=0.7. In Fig. 6, for �=0.9, the periodic orbit born at the
Hopf bifurcations becomes unstable at two �̂ values through
cyclic folds �saddle-node bifurcations�, where the larger
Floquet multiplier reaches +1. Note that, for a limited �̂
range just below 0.9, there are five attractors: two unstable
fixed points, one unstable periodic orbit, and two stable pe-
riodic orbits.

FIG. 3. Domains of existence of points P and P* in the Landau damping

model. Coordinate axes are normalized growth rate �̂ of mode 1 and fre-
quency mismatch �̂; the lower bound for P is given by Eqs. �23a� and �23b�.

FIG. 4. Stability of point P in the Landau model. P is unstable within the

bounded domains to the left �low �� and right �high �� for �̂→0+ �full lines�
and �̂=0.1 �dashed lines�. For �̂=0.1, there is no point P for �̂ below �0.17,
as following from Eq. �23a�.

FIG. 5. Attractor-bifurcation diagram at �̂=0.1 and �=0.7 in the Landau
model

FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5 at �=0.9.

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 5 at �=0.95.
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The bifurcation diagram for �=0.95 is extremely rich
�Fig. 7�. The periodic orbit born through a Hopf bifurcation
at �̂ about 0.63 becomes unstable when its smaller Floquet
multiplier reaches −1, with a1max�1.4. The orbit of a double
period then born goes through the same period-doubling bi-
furcation; a Feigenbaum sequence follows, ending in a cha-
otic attractor that extends up to about �̂=0.99 �Fig. 8�. To its
right in the figure there is a periodic orbit, which, for �̂ back
decreasing, loses stability with a +1 Floquet multiplier when
reaching the chaotic attractor. This is a Shilnikov-like explo-
sive bifurcation, with the periodic attractor exploding into
the much larger chaotic one. Within this last attractor at
�̂�0.99, the phase trajectory spends long times in the phase-
space proximity of what will be the periodic orbit for
�̂0.99, but these laminar stages are followed by irregular
bursts away from that phase region, in what appears as inter-
mittency of type I.

For increasing �̂, the above periodic orbit starts a new
period-doubling sequence ending in a second chaotic attrac-
tor. This attractor collapses in a boundary crisis or “blue sky”
catastrophe �with the flow approaching point P, which is
now stable� when it collides, past �̂�1.1, with an unstable
periodic orbit born at �̂ about 0.85 through a cyclic fold of a
periodic orbit �itself born at the supercritical Hopf bifurca-
tion of point P at �̂ about 0.9�. The unstable periodic orbit
ends through another cyclic fold at �̂�1.43 in a new periodic
orbit, which gives rise at decreasing �̂ to a third Feigenbaum
sequence and a third chaotic attractor. There is a second blue
sky catastrophe at �̂ about 1.3, with the flow again approach-
ing point P.

We have computed the Lyapunov exponents for the cha-

otic attractor at �̂=0.95 in Fig. 8 ��=0.95, �̂=0.1�, which are

�1 � 0.03, �24a�

�2 � 0, �24b�

�3 � − 0.86, �24c�

�4 � − 0.95. �24d�

Their sum is in good agreement with the flow divergence as
given by Eq. �4� with the normalized time in �5b�,

�
1

4

�i = − 1.78 � − 2 � �1 − �̂� = − 1.8. �25�

Figure 9 shows the time variation of distance D between
initially close points in that chaotic attractor. We find
d ln D /dt�0.031, which again is in good agreement with the
value of �1.

Within the domain at low �, to the left, where P is un-

stable in Fig. 4, attractor bifurcation for �̂=0.1 is typically
much simpler. At �=0.1, there is a single Hopf bifurcation
near the �̂=�0.17 limit value where P becomes P*. This is a
subcritical bifurcation, the periodic orbit born there being
thus unstable. That branch of unstable periodic orbits ends on
a homoclinic orbit at P*.

V. RESISTIVE DAMPING MODEL

In this section, we consider the resistive law, �=�2, char-
acteristic of damping regimes in the lower right half of Fig.
2. Equation �9b� now reads

�̂ sin 	 = FR��,�̂� − �1 − 2�̂�cos 	 , �26�

FR �
��

1 + �
� �1 + ��2

1 + �2 − 2�̂ . �27�

With FR now depending of both �̂ and �, discussing the
existence of P must involve this last parameter.

Considering, first, values �̂�1/2, we have FR0
throughout the range 0���1. For �̂�0, condition �13a�,
then applying, can be rewritten here as

FR��,�̂� � 1 − 2�̂ , �28�

which finally leads to

FIG. 8. Zoom of the 0.9−1.1�̂ range in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Distance D�t� between phase-space points initially close in the cha-
otic attractor at �̂=0.95 in Fig. 8.
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G−��� �
2���

�1 + �2��1 + � − ���
� 1 − 2�̂ �29�

or

� � �max��̂� , �30a�

G−��max� = 1 − 2�̂ . �30b�

For positive �̂, condition �12a� is clearly satisfied in the �
range given by �30a�. Point P will thus exist for both polar-

izations, whatever the ��̂� value, in case ���max��̂�. We have

�max moving from 0 to 1 as �̂ decreases from 1/2 to 0.

For ��max��̂�, only LH polarization is possible, with
condition �12a� reading

�̂  �̂min��̂,�� � �FR
2 − �1 − 2�̂�2. �31�

As � increases from �max��̂� to 1, �̂min increases from 0 to

�̂min��̂,1� � ��̂�2 − 3�̂� . �32�

Note that as �̂ decreases monotonously from 1/2, �̂min��̂ ,1�
first increases from 1/2 to a maximum 1/ �3 at �̂=1/3,

�max�0.26, before dropping to zero at �̂=0.
Figures 10 and 11 present both the existence and stabil-

ity domains for P at �̂=0.1 and 0.2, respectively, showing

how �max moves to the left and �̂min at �=1 increases, as �̂

increases at low values. At �̂=0.2, P has become unstable in
a � range to the left of �max at RH polarization, whereas the
unstable P domain at high � and LH polarization has shrunk.

At �̂=0.5, where there is no P at negative �̂ �RH polariza-
tion�, P is unstable for � greater than about 2/3 and �̂ ex-
tending from large values down to �̂min.

At �=0.195 in Fig. 11, in the domain to the left, at RH
polarization and low �, P is unstable from about �̂�−0.7
down. It loses stability through a supercritical Hopf bifurca-
tion, the resulting periodic orbit losing stability itself through
a cyclic fold at �̂�−6.1 �Fig. 12�. The unstable periodic orbit
joins a stable one at a second cyclic fold; a chaotic attractor
lies around �̂�−5.5, between two period-doubling se-
quences. Figure 13 shows phase-space projections onto the
planes a1−a2, 	−r, of a chaotic attractor born from a loss of
stability of P in the small domain to the right in Fig. 11, at
LH polarization and high �.

For �̂1/2, only the case �̂FR0, under condition
�12b�, may apply,

�̂2  FR
2 − �1 − 2�̂�2  0. �33�

Now FR changes sign at �0��̂� given by

�1 + �0�2 = 2�̂�1 + �0
2� . �34�

For ���0��̂�, we have FR�0, requiring �̂�0, conditions
�33� yielding

− FR��,�̂�  2�̂ − 1, �35�

which one can readily verify it can be satisfied at no �. No

RH polarization is possible at �̂1/2.

FIG. 10. Existence and stability of point P at �̂=0.1, in the resistive model.

FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 10 at �̂=0.2.

FIG. 12. Bifurcation diagram at �̂=0.2 and �=0.195 in the resistive model
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For �̂1/2 and ��0��̂�, we have FR0, requiring

�̂0; we must have in turn, FR�� , �̂�2�̂−1, which reads

G+��� �
2���

�1 + �2��1 + � + ���
 2�̂ − 1 �36�

or

�  �min��̂�  �0��̂� , �37a�

G+��min� = 2�̂ − 1. �37b�

Note that both �0 and �min collapse to 0 as �̂→1/2.
Throughout the range ��min, we have

�̂  �̂min��̂,�� � �FR
2 − �1 − 2�̂�2.

As �̂→2/3, we have �min→1 �and �0→3− �8�. There thus

exists no point P for �̂2/3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We truncated the DNLS equation to three modes under
resonant interaction �WRI�, with waves 2 and 3 damped and
wave 1 having a growth rate �. We took the wave-vector

ratio ��k2 /k3�1 and assumed the damping-rate ratio

���2 /�3�1, too. We also took �̂�� / ��2+�3��1, for the
flow in the 4D phase space of three wave amplitudes and one
relative phase to have negative divergence. A fourth dimen-
sionless parameter is a normalized frequency mismatch,
�̂�� / ��2+�3�, with � given by Eq. �3�, and �0��0� for
LH �RH� polarization. We have discussed how gross features
in the dynamical behavior are affected by both the damping
model and wave polarization.

The 4D flow may present up to two fixed points. One is
always unstable. If the other fixed point �P� exists, the loss
of its stability gives rise to extremely complex dynamics. We
found parametric domains exhibiting stable and unstable pe-
riodic orbits, Hopf supercritical bifurcations, two cyclic
folds, three Feigenbaum sequences ending in chaotic attrac-
tors, two blue sky catastrophes �boundary crisis�, and one
explosive �Shilnikov-like� bifurcation leading to intermit-
tency I-type chaos. Up to five attractors may coexist at a
parametric point.

Point P does not exist for 2 /3��̂�1 independently of
model. For Landau-type damping ���k→�=��, P does not
exist either at RH polarization; it exists at LH polarization

for �̂��̂�2−3�̂�. There are two �̂−� instability domains,
with more complex dynamics at the high �̂, high � end.
Landau damping is singular in the sense that other damping
models do allow for RH polarization.

For resistive damping ���k2→�=�2�P exists at RH po-

larization for �̂�1/2 and � less than some maximum

�max��̂�, with P unstable for not too small �̂ or �. Point P

exists at LH polarization, with �̂�1/2, for all �; with �̂

greater than some �̂min��̂ ,�� in case ��max��̂�; it exists in

the range 1/2��̂�2/3, for � greater than some minimum

�min��̂�, with �̂ again greater than some �̂min��̂ ,��. At this

high �̂ regime, P is unstable over most of its �− �̂ domain of
existence, independently of damping model.
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